In recent years, X -ray astronomy has become an integral component of solar and celestial observing programs. The development of soft X -ray imaging by grazing-incidence optics, such as those flown on Skylab and the Einstein Observatory, has established soft X -ray telescopes as a major observational tool. Above 10 keV, however there has not been the same high resolution imaging capability, since grazing-incidence optics do not function effectively at these energies.
Introduction
In recent years, X -ray astronomy has become an integral component of solar and celestial observing programs. The development of soft X -ray imaging by grazing-incidence optics, such as those flown on Skylab and the Einstein Observatory, has established soft X -ray telescopes as a major observational tool. Above 10 keV, however there has not been the same high resolution imaging capability, since grazing-incidence optics do not function effectively at these energies.
The "Pinhole Camera Concept" will function very well for hard X -rays but suffers from two drawbacks. The first area of concern is instrument sensitivity and the second area concerns spatial resolution of the image. To increase sensitivity, we use an array of many apertures and, by knowledge of the array configuration, it is possible to mathematically deconvolve the resulting pattern and assemble in the computer an image of the X -ray source. The angular resolution of the Pinhole camera is a function of its "focal length" and the resolution of the X -ray detector.
To obtain the desired separation, it is possible to use a long deployed structure such as the Astromast.
Once it has been determined that a long structure will be used to hold the aperture array between the instruments and the sun, it becomes obvious that it can also be used as an external occulter for coronagraphic studies. This will allow larger optics, greater sensitivity, lower stray light levels and observation closer to the solar limb. This combined X -ray and coronal observatory is the Pinhole Occulter Facility (POF).
The Pinhole /Occulter is designed to study the nonthermal phenomena that lie at the heart of plasma dynamics in the solar corona. These include the acceleration of nonthermal particles in solar flares and in disturbances of the corona, as well as the expansion of the corona into interplanetary space to form the solar wind. The Pinhole /Occulter will provide key information regarding the energetics of solar flares, with diagnostic information that can relate flare phenomena to the powerful acceleration of 10 -200 keV electrons in the energy -release phase.
The corona, as revealed by observation over the last solar cycle, consists of a tangled network of complex elements organized by electrodynamic processes.
In and among the magnetic structures, the plasma exhibits a wide range of physical parameters. The interactions among these elements -and with the transition region which links the active corona with the chromosphere -produce the phenomena of solar activity and the solar wind. Diagnostic information on all spatial and temporal scales, including the smallest, is essential for an accurate description of these phenomena.
The Pinhole /Occulter also will provide a facility for X -ray astronomy that combines broad spectral response, excellent angular resolution, and high throughput into a large -area detector (1.5 m2).
Such an instrument will fruitfully observe a wide range of astronomical sources, ranging from extragalactic (active galaxies and clusters) to galactic (supernovae, obscured objects such as the galactic center and stars). The stellar observations deserve particular mention because in many cases they involve similar physics to that of the solar observations.
In this paper we first discuss the scientific objectives for the POF and then present the engineering approach which will make these exciting new observations possible.
Scientific Objectives Solar Observations
The scientific objectives for the Pinhole /Occulter Facility in solar astronomy can be divided into three major areas: solar activity, coronal structure and solar wind generation, and coronal transients.
These areas can be studied with the Pinhole /Occulter Facility's X -ray or coronal insstruments.l One of the major objectives of an observational flare program is to define the geometry of energy release on sub -arc -second angular scales. Pinhole /Occulter Facility ( Figure 1 ) will provide X -ray observations with sufficient angular resolution to match the optical and radio data from the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) and the Very Large Array (VLA) to give a
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The scientific objectives for the Pinhole/Occulter Facility in solar astronomy can be divided into three major areas: solar activity, coronal structure and solar wind generation, and coronal transients. These areas can be studied with the Pinhole/Occulter Facility's X-ray or coronal insstruments.1
One of the major objectives of an observational flare program is to define the geometry of energy release on sub-arc-second angular scales. Pinhole/Occulter Facility ( Figure 1 ) will provide X-ray observations with sufficient angular resolution to match the optical and radio data from the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) and the Very Large Array (VLA) to give a comprehensive view of solar activity on angular scales sufficient to isolate nearly homogeneous regions in the solar atmosphere.
The scientific areas of interest for the high-resolution X -ray observations include the impulsive energy release of solar flares, as marked by intense hard X -ray and microwave emission; the gradual energy release into hot, dense loops; and the coronal nonthermal activity that may occur with or without a solar flare.
The Pinhole /Occulter Facility X -ray observations will provide sufficient resolution and sensitivity to locate the acceleration and flare energy -release region so that its properties can be studied in detail. For the first time, it will be possible to provide detailed information on the fundamental flare energy release and particle acceleration processes. While the SMM and Hinotori X -ray observations were limited to a resolution of 10 arc sec, structure on size scales down to a few hundred km (1 arc sec) is known to dominate some solar magnetic phenomena.
X -ray observations of the corona (Figure 2 ) is another field where the Pinhole /Occulter Facility can make new, significant contributions. The solar corona may be the ideal place to study the acceleration of high-energy particles and their energy-dissipation processes in a magnetized plasma. These phenomena appear to be ubiquitous in active plasmas elsewhere in the Universe.
The coronal observations add a new dimension to the Pinhole /Occulter Facility's capabilities and provide a unique opportunity to study the solar corona ( Figure 3 ) in a manner not available to stand -along instrumentation.
A large occulting system permits the use of large-aperture instruments, which offer both high spatial resolution and high photon collection rates from the intrinsically faint corona.
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X-ray observations of the corona ( Figure 2 ) is another field where the Pinhole/Occulter Facility can make new, significant contributions. The solar corona may be the ideal place to study the acceleration of high-energy particles and their energy-dissipation processes in a magnetized plasma. These phenomena appear to be ubiquitous in active plasmas elsewhere in the Universe.
The coronal observations add a new dimension to the Pinhole/Occulter Facility's capabilities and provide a unique opportunity to study the solar corona ( Figure 3 ) in a manner not available to stand-along instrumentation. A large occulting system permits the use of large-aperture instruments, which offer both high spatial resolution and high photon collection rates from the intrinsically faint corona. These two major advantages will permit, for the first time, the study of small-scale phenomena in the corona and will provide sufficient sensitivity to carry out diagnostic analyses of intensities and line profiles for various coronal features, including the solar-wind acceleration region. New plasma diagnostics using ultraviolet coronagraphic spectroscopy combined with coronagraphic observations at visible wavelengths can provide a powerful tool for describing the plasma physics of coronal structures out to beyond 8 Re. Until recently coronal ultraviolet spectroscopy has been confined to the low corona within a few tenths of a solar radius from the solar surface. As a consequence, there has been very little information on coronal temperatures, nonthermal velocities outflow velocities of coronal material to form the solar wind, coronal magnetic field strengths, chemical compositions, and the spatial and temporal variations of these parameters.
Cosmic X -Ray Observations
The hard X -ray imaging instruments of the Pinhole /Occulter Facility (i.e., the coded aperture imaging and Fourier transform X -ray instruments) are extremely powerful tools for X -ray astronomy.
Together they provide a more advanced capability for the hard X -ray portion of the spectrum than any yet flown.
Sensitivity to point sources will permit determination of source fluxes, monitoring of variability, and measurement of spectra at levels an order of magnitude fainter than what has previously been available at these energies.
The Pinhole /Occulter Facility will improve sensitivity by at least a factor of ten for the traditional areas of hard X -ray astronomical investigation:
Spectroscopy and rapid variability of stellar sources with hard X -ray spectral components, and spectral /temporal variations of active galactic nuclei. Source classes near the sensitivity threshold of earlier instrumentation will be seen at high statistical significance. The Pinhole /Occulter Facility's high sensitivity and fine angular resolution give a mapping capability for extended components of active galactic nuclei and synchrotron nebulae such as the Crab Nebula, and also permit source spectra to be measured in regions of high source density such as the galactic enter, the Magellanic Clouds, and M31. It will be possible to do deep integrations in order to determine the spectra and luminosity functions of various source populations at low flux levels and their contributions to the diffuse background in hard X -ray energies.
The sensitivity, angular resolution and wide range of purposes for which it is useful make the Pinhole /Occulter Facility the hard X -ray counterpart to AXAF. A number of the cosmic X -ray problems on which the Pinhole /Occulter Facility can be used overlap with the solar issues.
Some of the most promising areas of observation are related to the Pinhole /Occulter Facility's unique capacity as a high-resolution hard X -ray imaging instrument. Of prime interest are active galactic nuclei (AGN), X -ray jets, and super novae remnants (Figure 4 ). Superposed optical and X -ray (Einstein) images of the nearby radio galaxy Cen A. Black contours show Einstein data with arc -minute resolution;
white contours (high -resolution X -ray data) show the jet emerging from the nucleus of the galaxy.
Some hard X -ray sources are resolvable now or will become so with the Pinhole /Occulter Facility, but the greater part of X -ray astronomy involves point sources, many of them so exceedingly compact that they should remain unresolvable by any technique for the foreseeable future.
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Science Instruments for the Pinhole /Occulter Facility A strawman instrument complement for the POF has been defined by the Science Working Group' and is summarized in Table 1 .
It consists of four separate telescopes or positionsensitive counters mounted on a "detector plane ", each looks toward the target through its own portion of the "occulter, plane."
A self -deployable 32 -m boom separates the two, and a standard NASA pointing -control actuator (e.g., the IPS) points the whole facility towards its target.
The high -resolution X -ray imaging system requires absolute reference to celestial coordinates to a fraction of its angular resolution.
It should be pointed out that each of the four scientific instruments makes order -ofmagnitude improvements in this type of observation. For example, the total area of an X -ray detector of 1.5 m2 gives it excellent sensitivity for the whole variety of broad -band observations in X -ray astronomy.
Such a high sensitivity is necessary for observations of rapidly transient sources in the solar corona.
Similarly, the optical and UV coronal telescopes have very much larger apertures than any other space instrumentation, yielding access to the microscopic structure of the solar wind and of the active corona. Preliminary system requirements and tradeoff studies were identified for one implementation concept which promises to fulfill scientific objectives.
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Science Instruments for the Pinhole/Occulter Facility A strawman instrument complement for the PDF has been defined by the Science Working Group 1 and is summarized in Table 1 . It consists of four separate telescopes or positionsensitive counters mounted on a "detector plane", each looks toward the target through its own portion of the "occulter plane." A self-deployable 32-m boom separates the two, and a standard NASA pointing-control actuator (e.g., the IPS) points the whole facility towards its target. The high-resolution X-ray imaging system requires absolute reference to celestial coordinates to a fraction of its angular resolution.
It should be pointed out that each of the four scientific instruments makes order-ofmagnitude improvements in this type of observation. For example, the total area of an X-ray detector of 1.5 m 2 gives it excellent sensitivity for the whole variety of broad-band observations in X-ray astronomy. Such a high sensitivity is necessary for observations of rapidly transient sources in the solar corona. Similarly, the optical and UV coronal telescopes have very much larger apertures than any other space instrumentation, yielding access to the microscopic structure of the solar wind and of the active corona. A POF feasibility study by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) was documented in a report issued in January of 1984. Preliminary system requirements and tradeoff studies were identified for one implementation concept which promises to fulfill scientific objectives.
Overall system concepts for the POF were developed, and the primary subsystems such as thermal control, attitude control, fine alignment, communication and data management, and electrical power were analyzed. The report also sets forth those characteristics and /or resources (power, data rates, pointing and stability, etc.) which are limited and should be considered in selecting the flight complement of instruments by an Announcement of Opportunity process.
For the initial mission the facility will be configured for solar viewing, and a nominal seven -day mission has been targeted to coincide with the next Solar Maximum (in the 1990 time frame).
Delivery of a satellite could be planned for the same Shuttle flight and would give complementary mission timelines to allow at least five days of POF operations. Experiment operation will be largely automated except for its initial deployment and alignment.
In addition, the Instrument Pointing System (IPS) currently requires crew initiation and shutdown at the orbital terminators. A crew size of four will allow two shift operations and will provide approximately sixteen hours per day of solar viewing. The actual time will vary slightly from this due to launch date, orbital altitude and IPS operations.2
POF Reference Configuration
The Pinhole Occulter Facility (POF) is shown with the boom partially deployed (Figure 5) . The mask at the upper end of the boom consists of an occulting edge for the ultraviolet spectrometer, and occulting disk for the visible /coronal telescope, aperture arrays for the X -ray experiments, and an aspect reference system for the aspect and alignment system.
The boom is a continuous longeron mast that is stowed in the canister during launch and landing. The boom canister along with a star tracker system, aspect and alignment system, and experiments are affixed to a mounting structure attached to the IPS. The IPS is used to accurately point and control the facility. Partially deployed Pinhole /Occulter Facility.
The POF is shown as it would be configured for launch in the Orbiter bay ( Figure 6 ). The total length of 6.42 meters would occupy approximately thirty -seven percent of the length of the Orbiter bay.
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POP Reference Configuration
The Pinhole Occulter Facility (POF) is shown with the boom partially deployed (Figure 5) . The mask at the upper end of the boom consists of an occulting edge for the ultraviolet spectrometer, and occulting disk for the visible/coronal telescope, aperture arrays for the X-ray experiments, and an aspect reference system for the aspect and alignment system.
The boom is a continuous longeron mast that is stowed in the canister during launch and landing. The boom canister along with a star tracker system, aspect and alignment system, and experiments are affixed to a mounting structure attached to the IPS. The IPS is used to accurately point and control the facility. The POF is shown as it would be configured for launch in the Orbiter bay (Figure 6 ). The total length of 6.42 meters would occupy approximately thirty-seven percent of the length of the Orbiter bay. To minimize stowed payload length, the ultraviolet spectrometer is folded to a three-meter length. The POF may be flown with other payloads in the Orbiter The Shuttle may use a deadband of 0.1 degree (or larger) to minimize propellant consumption and the effect of thruster firing disturbances.
The IPS will provide pointing alignment and stabilization in the arc second range and will also perform target acquisition using its optical sensor as a coarse sensor.
Pointing knowledge in the subarc second range will be provided by the POF fine pointing sensor. Important parameters to be condidered are d, m, and the p vectors. The detector normal, d, is perpendicular to the detector plane, the mask normal, m, is perpendicular to the mask plane, and both vectors are parallel.
In addition to the alignment of these parameters, the p vector must be aligned with the Sun (or target of interest). Pointing requirements are shown in Table 1 .
The basic control concept used for the initial feasibility assessment was a phase additive scheme in which the base of the boom was vibrated ahead of tip vibrations. The resultant vibrations tend to cancel, causing a highly damped (and quickly settling) boom.3 Settling time was decreased to about 3 s using this controller. The only limit to this type of control is power available (torque in our case) to drive the boom.
The controller was designed to cancel the vibrations due to the first four modes and not to affect the next four modes by its control action.
This idea is called controlsuppression.
The first four modes are controlled and appear highly damped. The second four, which by themselves would not cause significant boom vibrations, are not excited by the controller. Higher modes above the eighth are affected by the controller, but their action is so small that it is unmeasurable.
The Pinhole /Occulter Facility will utilize the Spacelab Command and Data Management System (CDMS) together with the Orbiter communications system to support its control, monitoring, and data transfer requirements. Operation of the IPS is controlled by the Spacelab subsystem computer via the subsystem data bus and an IPS dedicated Remote Acquisition Unit (RAU).
The IPS pointing direction can be biased by the science payload via the Spacelab experiment computer and data bus.
Because of the precise alignment requirements between the POF base and the mask, an additional dedicated POF processor may be required. as long as the Orbiter C.G. constraints are met. The IPS will not support the experiment during launch, therefore, a special support structure has been provided to support the platform with its associated experiments during launch and landing.
The Space Shuttle will maintain an inertial orientation within the gimbal range of IPS/POP. The Shuttle may use a deadband of 0.1 degree (or larger) to minimize propellant consumption and the effect of thruster firing disturbances. The IPS will provide pointing alignment and stabilization in the arc second range and will also perform target acquisition using its optical sensor as a coarse sensor. Pointing knowledge in the subarc second range will be provided by the POF fine pointing sensor. Important parameters to be condidered are d, m, and the p vectors. The detector normal, d, is perpendicular to the detector plane, the mask normal, m, is perpendicular to the mask p1ane, and both vec tors are parallel. In add it ion to the a1ignmen t of these parame te r s, the p vector must be aligned with the Sun (or target of interest). Pointing requirements are shown in Table 1 .
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The controller was designed to cancel the vibrations due to the first four modes and not to affect the next four modes by its control action. This idea is called controlsuppression. The first four modes are controlled and appear highly damped. The second four, which by themselves would not cause significant boom vibrations, are not excited by the controller. Higher modes above the eighth are affected by the controller, but their action is so small that it is unmeasurable.
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility will utilize the Spacelab Command and Data Management System (CDMS) together with the Orbiter communications system to support its control, monitoring, and data transfer requirements. Operation of the IPS is controlled by the Spacelab subsystem computer via the subsystem data bus and an IPS dedicated Remote Acquisition Unit (RAU). The IPS pointing direction can be biased by the science payload via the Spacelab experiment computer and data bus. Because of the precise alignment requirements between the POF base and the mask, an additional dedicated POF processor may be required.
For the strawman instrument complement, the CDMS as configured is adequate for command, housekeeping and science data requirements. Thermal control concepts were developed which will maintain the instruments and equipment within tolerable temperature limits and will attenuate the mask temperature variations within acceptable limits.
The thermal design has two radiation shields wrapped around the mask and the orbital temperature excursions have been reduced to 6 °F.
The POF power and energy requirements for a five -day mission were established and the power and energy levels are within the payload power capability of the Shuttle.
The POF boom is a 14 inch -diameter continuous longeron deployable mast. Since the longerons are buckled for storage, the sizes of the longerons are limited to keep the strain of the longeron within the material elastic limit.
Conclusions
The Pinhole Occulter Facility is a Shuttle /Spacelab payload using a long focal length pinhole camera with multiple aperture array masks for imaging hard X -rays. The aperture masks are extended on a long (32 meter) deployable boom which also provide external occulting for coronal telescopes and spectrometers.
The facility and associated science instruments will provide orders of magnitude improvements in observations of hard X -ray, W, and visible radiation from the sun, as well as hard X -ray imaging of celestial objects.
A feasibility assessment has been made which describes solutions for the potentially limiting technology of attitude control; indeed, based upon detailed mathematical modeling of the structural motions, we conclude that a long deployed structure can be made to appear rigid by direct control of its lowest normal modes.3
With such a facility hitherto unrealizable, high -spatial resolution observations can be made of solar phenomena and galactic as well as extragalactic X -ray sources. In particular, the morphology and physical conditions in solar flares and in extended coronal structures can be explored in details never previously achieved.
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